
Neon Drive - '80s style arcade

**About Neon Drive**

Neon Drive is an arcade game in 80s retro style. Players have to drive a car over a retro futuristic

race track, where obstacles are always waiting.

In Neon Drive you drive a car over a very special race track. The whole game is designed in 80s

retro style. This colorful retro world has been complemented by futuristic-looking content such as

cyber grids, creating a retro-futuristic overall picture. You control a car that is on a straight race

track. There are always obstacles waiting for you on this route that want to prevent you from

continuing your journey. To avoid this, you have to switch the track with simple swiping motions.

The game is divided into a total of 8 levels. If you complete a level, you will automatically be

redirected to the next level. If you hit an obstacle during the level, you will always see what

percentage of the level you have already achieved. Then you can start a new attempt.

**Neon Drive - Features:**

- Avoid all obstacles: Neon Drive offers a colorful 80s retro world combined with futuristic features

such as cyber grids. You control a car that is on a straight race track. On this racetrack there are

always obstacles that you have to avoid. To avoid obstacles, you have to regularly change lanes. A

lane change takes place with the aid of simple swipe gestures to the right or left.

- 8 Levels: Unlike other arcade games in this style, Neon Drive is not about reaching a new high

score, but about completing all levels. The game is divided into a total of eight levels. When you

complete a level successfully, you will automatically be redirected to the next level. The goal is to

complete each level to 100 percent. If you hit an obstacle during the level, the game is over. Then

you will see what percentage of the level you have achieved so far. Then you have the opportunity

to start a new try.

- Specially designed sound: A special feature of Neon Drive is that the individual levels have a retro

soundtrack that was specially created for this game. The sound was perfectly synchronized to the

track and the obstacles of each level.

Conclusion: Neon Drive is a fast-paced and quite difficult arcade game in 80s retro style. The

soundtrack which was specially created for the game and the colorful retro-futuristic design of the

game provide a unique game


